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Marriage

MAN

always faces the future with institutions which are
products of the past and which must continually be modified to meet the changing needs of the present and the emerging
future. The changes taking place in today's world are particularly rapid and dramatic, and they provide an unprecedented
challenge to society. The family, as one of man's enduring institutions, has repeatedly been faced with the need for modification in response to changes in society, and today faces what may
be its most severe test. However, Hill (1964) has concluded that
our society is far from the most hostile social order yet encountered by marriage and family institutions, and that more options
appear to be open to families today to experiment and to innovate
than in any previous time. Hobart (1963) sees the possibility
of developing in an afHuent society, freed from chronic concern
with underproduction, a renewed commitment to the human
values in marriage and family living, accompanied by a change
in values to enable husbands and wives to be chosen increasingly
because of the persons they are rather than for what they can do.
Rossi (1964a) expects science, by recruiting increasing numbers
of women, to change the now prevailing patterns of courtship,
marriage, and the family. Women will marry later, be more
selective in their choice of husbands, and function more independently as persons. Mogey (1955) has described the father
as having been moving from his authoritarian pOSition toward
becoming a more fully "participating" member of the family.
Family life today is changing because of technological advances and also because of the social changes taking place in
our SOciety. It is becoming increasingly possible to establish
that mode of living which is most acceptable to individual
families. An emerging prospect which appears to offer great
promise is that of families built around persons rather than roles,
and whose individual members have a strong commitment to
the family and to human values. However, if our society is to
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achieve the rewards potentially available in the development of
such trends, we must be committed to values that are real
rather than dramatic, and which affirm development of the family
to serve the needs of its members and of society today, rather
than preservation of the family as it has functioned in the past.
The traditional functions of the family, which in earlier times
provided stability to family living, have generally declined in
importance as other agencies have developed services to supplement or replace them. However, one traditional function, that
of providing affection or love, has increased greatly in importance.
Throughout most of man's history people have not married for
personal happiness and love as they do today. Women and
children have been needed as homemakers and as laborers.
Marriages have been looked upon as a necessary part of the
business of living - as a family matter - rather than as the
concern of the two persons married to each other. The idea of
marrying for love, or for happiness together, is largely an American custom which has come into vogue only in recent generations
(Kephart, 1961).

The Importance of Love
But, love presents a problem in that we casually rely on it
as the answer to all the difficulties to be encountered in marriage.
«Nothing else matters, because we are in love," is a frequently
encountered point of view which continues to prevail in spite of
the overwhelming evidence to the contrary. "There is hardly
any activity, any enterprise, which is started with such tremendous hopes and expectations and yet, which fails so regularly,
as love" (Fromm, 1956:4-5).
One of the reasons love has proved to be less durable in
experience than in anticipation is that we have assumed there is
nothing to be learned about it; that the problem of love is finding
an object to love, not the development of a capacity (Ibid.).
We have believed that we fall in love, that love is composed
only of love, and even that such destructive relationships as a
symbiotic union, in which the uniqueness and individuality of
one or both of the participants is lost, can represent love. Also,
we have believed that love is a product of sharing mutual interests
without being discriminating as to the kinds of interests that
sustain intimate relationships. «Interests of an individualistic,
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pleasure-seeking character are, on the average, hostile to harmony
and happiness in married and family living" (Benson, 1953: 143 ).
Apparently, couples who feel they are sufficiently in love to consider marriage "are well advised if they do not ask: 'Can we
find any leisure time interests in common?' but rather, 'Are we
interested in home, children, and each other'?" (Ibid.).
Love is essentially an emotional experience, and some of its
elements are sufficiently powerful, in their own right, to become
confused with love itself. For example, need may be an appropriate part of love but, for the person who is strongly deficient
in feelings of personal dignity and worth, the need for acceptance
by someone of the opposite sex may be so compelling, and an
affirmative response so rewarding, that need quite fully overshadows all other aspects of the relationship. To such a person
the experience looks, feels, and is thought to be love, even though
it is oriented primarily toward the self. Similarly, sexual desire
is often interpreted as being love. Sex, too, is a powerful experience which properly may be an expression of love, but which
also may appear to be love when actually it is oriented only to
the self. In non-marital situations, love is often regarded as a
motivation for sexual intercourse as, indeed, it may be (Reiss,
1960). Too often, in contrast, men are considerably more selfcentered than partner-centered in their attitudes towards the
persons with whom they are involved (Kirkendall, 1961: 296).
Among married persons, this same attitude frequently is found.
Many who are married have failed to experience sexual inter.course in the sense of an expression of love and all that is implied
by a person-centered relationship.
Substitution of person-centered sexual relationships for bodycentered sexual experiences is a goal which has been difficult for
man to achieve because sex is so rewarding in its own right,
and love has been inadequately understood. Only when it is
recognized that love cannot exist apart from such qualities as
respect, care, and responsibility, will it become evident that selfcentered acts cannot be performed in the name of love. Only
then will there be hope of success in combining sex and love
in ways that transcend that which has been customary in most
human experience. Only then can there be great affirmation of
the potentialities suggested by Maslow's (1954) findings that
self-actualizing men and women are capable of full enjoyment
of sex, but tend neither to seek it for its own sake, nor to be
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satisfied with it alone or separate from a relationship which has
purpose and meaning in their lives. Then, too, it will be irrational
for parents, such as Samuel Butler's (1903) George Pontifex,
to manipulate their children for their own purposes, make them
mind through severe harshness, resist doing what needs to be
done for them, dominate their lives, turn them against each other,
deprive them of dignity, and in the end feel satisfied that they
had been motivated by love. Only as we know more about love,
what it is, of what it is made, how it operates in the lives of
human beings, and how we can develop a greater capacity to
experience and sustain it, can we hope to make love less fragile,
less temporary, and less uncertain in the lives of those whose
happiness is dependent on it.

Nearness and Integrity m Marriage
The current emphasis on the importance of love is taking
place in a society troubled by the prevalence of feelings of isolation of the individual in "the lonely crowd." In an industrialized
society increasingly characterized by metropolitan styles of living,
with "organization man" shallowness and impersonality, the problem of achieving a feeling of being valued and accepted as a
person, or of feeling important in the lives of others, becomes
more complex and difficult. The importance of "nearness" in
the lives of human beings becomes magnified by impersonal
living. Perhaps, under such circumstances, the "most fundamental
of all human needs can best be described as nearness" (Rutledge,
1961: 54).
Because of the importance of nearness in human experience,
and because it is so central to human happiness, it has at times
received exaggerated concern. Some have seen it as meaning
sameness or oneness instead of closeness and, in over-compensation for the loneliness and impersonality in our society, have
idealized closeness to mean the blending of two human personalities. In Hight from painful feelings of isolation, some members
of our society have embarked on a search for a degree of intimacy
so excessive that its realization must result in the loss of identity
of one or both partners in the relationship. In contrast, it is
challenging to note that Maslow's (1954) mature partners are
able to accept the uniqueness of each other, to find value in their
differences, and do not attempt to make each other the total world
of their interests and relationships. However, too many members
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of our society are attempting to live their lives like Bluebeard's
wives, intent on seeing, and intimately knowing, all of the rooms
of the castle.
H the story of Bluebeard and his wives were to be written
today, it might go something like this: (Branch, 1963) There
was once a man named Bluebeard who had spent most of his life
building his castle. He had built it with care, and with a growing
sense of pride, although there were occasions when he had felt
considerable despair about the progress of his work. At times,
it had seemed that his efforts were mostly in vain; the castle
would never be as adequate, or attractive, or as satisfactory as
those he could see being built by others. At other times, however, he was rewarded with feelings of pleasure as a result of
things going as he wanted them to do, or because others had
expressed affirmation of the development of the castle. As his
work neared completion, he viewed the whole enterprise with
a general feeling of satisfaction. He had accepted assistance,
but had resisted the efforts of others to influence unduly the
design of the structure. He had compromised, at times, when it
seemed the most desirable thing to do, but the castle represented
something which he could look upon with substantial feelings of
approval. Now it was time to find a wife with whom he could
share the castle. So, he dated and courted, and found the girl
with whom he felt he would like to live in intimate and lOVing
association. When they were married he gave her the keys to
all the rooms and invited her to explore them all - except one.
He wanted her to come to know all the rooms except that one
reserved for him alone.
So she entered into marriage with him, filled with the delights
of discovery and new experiences. She went from room to room,
becoming acquainted with the entire castle while marveling at
its diversity, and its complexity. Some rooms she found to be
pleasant and restful; others were dark and foreboding. Some
were exciting. Some were rooms for work, others for play, some
for study and some for relaxation. As time passed, and she came
to know the castle well, she thought more often about the room
she had been asked not to enter. She wondered about it and
what secrets it might contain. Mostly, however, she wanted
Simply to share all of the castle with her husband. Any separate
areas represented a threat to her feeling of security, of romantic
sharing, and finally, she entered the room reserved for him alone.
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When he discovered her presence there, Bluebeard was disturbed
and resentful. Millay (1941: 6) has described his response:
This door you might not open, and you did;
So enter now, and see for what slight thing
You are betrayed ... Here is no treasure hid,
No cauldron, no clear crystal mirroring
The sought-for Truth, no heads of women slain
For greed like yours, no writhings of distress;
But only what you see ... Look yet again:
An empty room, cobwebbed and comfortless,
Yet this alone out of my life I kept
Unto myself, lest any know me quite;
And you did so profane me when you crept
Unto the threshold of this room tonight
That I must never more behold your face.
This now is yours. I seek another place.
The castle, then, which Bluebeard had constructed during
his maturing years was his own self. It represented his struggle
for autonomy, for uniqueness and individuality. The rooms of
the castle were the many different facets of a human personality.
As his wife was becoming acquainted with them, she was beginning to extend her knowledge of the many aspects of her husband's personality which always must remain to be discovered
in the security of marriage. She learned more fully what her
husband was like when he was angry, hurt, resentful, happy, contented, or, in effect, what he really was like as a person.
Her problem, and his, was that of every married person in
our society today. It is the problem of building a marriage that
is characterized by warmth, love and closeness; by involvement
and commitment to each other, while at the same time preserving those qualities of self which enable us, individually, to be
and remain a person, each in his own unique way. Unfortunately,
too often there is sought today a romantic version of togetherness
which is so complete there can be no personal identity after
marriage. Such excessive demands for closeness, for sharing and
involvement are destructive to human integrity and individuality
and, consequently, to happiness in marriage. But the tragedy of
those who become carried away by this romantic illusion is not
that so many persons suffer such great loss of integrity in marriage, though this, at times, does happen. More frequently, the
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consequence is disillusionment, conHict, and deterioration of the
relationship.
There are many attractions which draw a husband and wife
together in a healthy and happy marriage. "Their mutual need
for sexual fulfillment, met in and through each other, is a recurring attraction which draws them periodically close to each
other" (Mace, 1953:205). Their shared delight in feeling accepted, approved, and wanted is a rewarding emotional experience which operates to maintain their feelings of closeness. The
sense of comradeship which is hammered out of their meeting
and solving critical problems together, encourages them in their
intimacy. These and other strands are woven in time into a powerful bond of mutuality which sustains the relationship in times of
stress, and adds to it under circumstances of achievement and
success. In a rewarding relationship of intimacy, the accumulative effect is to draw the husband and wife closer together. However, "When the powedul attraction which draws husband and
wife together has brought them to a certain point, a resistance
begins to operate in one or both which rapidly mounts in potential till it overwhelms the force of attraction (Loc. cit.). This hostility is "nothing more than the self-defense of the individual
ego against the threat of incorporation into another personality.
The deep urge of the human spirit for freedom and independence
stands sentry at the gate and says, even to the one most loved
in all the world, 'Thus far, but no further'" (Ibid.).
There is, then, a defense against the loss of self through
incorporation into another personality. However, there seems to
be a less effective defense against disillusionment following the
expression of hostility. Too often, hostility of any kind is interpreted as an indication that the relationship is no longer sound.
There is insufficient recognition that conHict may be a healthy
reaction to a loving relationship so fulfilling that it has produced
a threat to the integrity and individuality of the marital partners.
Understanding such hostility, and accepting its part in marriage,
can help to provide some defense against the disillusionment
which may otherwise occur.
Disillusionment appears to be a typical response to living
in marriage in America. Many people, aware that love is dynamic,
expect that in marriage their love will grow with time and shared
experiences. Unfortunately, this does not appear to be the usual
course of development. "The average American marriage deteri9

orates almost from the beginning. The longer the marriage persists, the greater the deterioration" (Blood, 1962: 200).
Part of this early deterioration is a necessary reaction to
the romanticism of the courtship period in which each partner
is idealized, and the marital relationship seen as one of almost
complete devotion to each other. However, soon after the marriage begins problems of reality have to be met. Married students
find they must study. Employed persons find it necessary to
devote time and energy to the job, sometimes at the expense of
plans earlier made for activities with the marital partner. Personal
interests continue to be valued. Fairly quickly, the world intrudes into the marriage, and the couple finds it necessary to live
with their feet nearer the ground. This "scaling down" process
is an expected adjustment to reality early in the marriage (Bee,
1959), enabling the couple to share a substantial segment of
their lives in pursuit of common interests, while still retaining
opportunities for individuality, activities, work, being alone, and
being with others. Such disengagement, in moderate degree,
usually represents a healthy reaction to the romantic enthusiasm
of courtship but, when carried too far, it is one of the major
hazards to marriage.

Companionship Marriage
A recent innovation, historically, has been development of
the companionship marriage, with emphasis on comradeship,
affection, and the expectation of personal happiness in the relationship. This style of marriage, idealized by substantial numbers
of middle-class Americans, represents something quite unique
in patterns of marriage throughout the world. However, it is an
ideal which is unacceptable to most members of the lower class
(Rainwater and Weinstein, 1960), as well as one still to be
achieved by most middle-class persons.
Rainwater ( 1964) has described how, among the lower
classes of the United States, England, Puerto Rico, and Mexico,
there apparently exists a culture of the poor which cuts across
national boundaries. In this culture of the lower-classes, there
are significant similarities in the views of husbands and wives
regarding the meaning of the sexual experience in marriage, and
in their expectations regarding the general relationship between
marital partners. Sex is regarded as a man's pleasure and a
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woman's duty. Men avoid making sex highly satisfying to their
wives. They do not want them to become too interested in it
for fear they will be vulnerable to sexual advances from other
men. Among these groups, sex is not seen as a means of building
an intricate, involved companionship, or a relationship of extensive commitment to each other. The low value placed on
mutuality in sexual relationships is indicative of the value placed
on mutuality in the general relationship in marriage. Husbands
and wives do not share many joint activities. Their work, play,
and participation in social groups is sharply segregated. The
impact of highly segregated activities and roles makes "close and
mutually gratifying sexual relations difficult because neither party
is accustomed to relating intimately to the other..." (Ibid.: 46364).
If this picture of the culture of the poor in four different
societies represents the general pattern of behavior between husbands and wives among the lower-classes in general, it may
readily be seen that acceptance of a companionship-marriage
is still limited to a small segment of humanity. The middle-class
companionship ideal includes sexual intimacy and expectation
of mutual reward. Middle-class American women can value the
sexual relationship in marriage because it is consistent with the
pattern of general sharing expected and valued by both husband
and wife (Blood and Wolfe, 1960; Levinger, 1964; Rai~water,
1964). For this group it no longer is true that the wife alone is
primarily interested in social-emotional relationships while the
husband "forages merely for the material things in life" (Levinger, 1964: 447).
Perhaps it is to be expected that the development of a
human capacity so recent in origin, so limited in acceptance, and
so demanding of those who are involved, could not easily be
accomplished. It imposes new problems for men, and "it is easier
for most women to be good housekeepers than it is to be equally
successful in the more demanding role of companionship, sex
partner, comforter, playmate, and other interacting relationships"
(Bernard, 1964: 690).
Those who expect an intimate type of companionship to
continue during the life of their marriage are encountering
problems. Cuber (1963) has found that persons in the upper
middle-class are frequently involved in marriages that are either
passive or devitalized and routine although, of course, there are
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some who successfully maintain man-woman relationships which
they consider to be important in their lives. Of the "good relationships that do exist, there is a surprisingly high incidence of
them outside of marriage" (Ibid.: 144). These relationships are
not always sexual, but they are "meaningful, important, and
central" in the lives of those who place a high value on the
relationships between men and women (Loc. cit.).
Among the married, the general pattern is for couples to
begin by rating their marriages highly for a time and then with
diminishing satisfaction and enthusiasm. Women report a declining degree of satisfaction which continues over a period of
twenty years (Blood and Wolfe, 1960). Older couples, who
have lived together for longer periods of time, rate their marriages
as less happy than younger couples (Canning, 1956; Gurin, 1960).
Men tend to suffer more disenchantment in the earliest years of
the marriage than do women, perhaps because it is they who
have most romanticised marriage, but for most couples there is
a gradual reduction in the satisfaction found in marriage (Hobart,
1958; Pineo, 1961).
To establish and maintain a companionate marriage of the
type idealized by our middle class society requires that a husband
and wife shall be willing and able to deviate from the historical
pattern of separation of the sexes which continues to prevail
among most people alive today. They must accept a rare pattern
of recognizing women as actual partners in emotional closeness,
sex, interests, and activities. Men must overcome or reject the
masculine fear of a "hen-pecked" status in the eyes of many of
their contemporaries, and accept the wife as an actual full partner
in the marital enterprise. They both must be prepared to cherish
their husband-wife relationship in spite of the many distracting
forces which will surround them. This is a more difficult achievement for the husband than the wife, as indicated by the fact
that husbands who begin marriage on an equalitarian basis tend,
over the years, to become more traditional (Christensen, 1963;
Pineo, 1961). As husbands become more traditional, their wives
become less satisfied with marriage. (The cause and effect relationship between these two trends is an interesting subject on
which to speculate.) Perhaps the greatest factor for success in
maintaining relationships which will continue to be satisfying
over the years is awareness of the need to maintain the high
priority of their commitments to each other (Brayshaw, 1962).
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Many experiences distract a couple from their relationship
with each other. One of the most important is the birth of their
first child. Most husbands and wives appear to be quite unprepared for parenthood. In America, we tend to lead children
through their childhood years with blinders on so they won't
know the realities of life. We ridicule in the child of nine, and
fear in the child of fifteen, the meaning of love in their relationships with their peers. We ask them not to believe that their lives,
in the process of growth and development, are richly filled with
real satisfactions. We deny the beauties, rewards, and problems
of the child's world by saying "wait until you are grown up and
married. Then you will know what real happiness is." Thus we
hold the carrot in front of the rabbit child to make him run.
·But when he marries he finds life is still real. If he is disappointed, we say, "wait for parenthood. That is when you will really
find happiness." Then when he becomes a parent, life becomes
more real than ever before, and the introduction of a child, more
often than not, produces a crisis in the marriage (LeMasters,
1957; Dyer, 1963 ). Apparently the crisis reaction is not generated
because the couples do not want children, nor is it confined to
poor or unstable marriage. Couples who respond to the birth of
a child in this way appear to have romanticised parenthood
and have looked at the prospect of having a baby only in terms
of rewards. They have not anticipated such "side effects" as
curtailment of social activities, the long hours and a seven day
(and night) week, extra expense, and lack of sleep, which accompany caring for an infant. They have not been aware that the
husband will no longer rank first in claims on his wife's attention
but must accept the child's right to priority. Many men become
resentful because they feel they have been displaced in their
wife's affections. Children and parenthood are often so romanticized in our society that many middle-class couples are caught
unprepared, even though they have planned and looked forward
to this event for years (LeMasters, 1957).
Although many couples find the transition to parenthood
difficult, all but a few make the necessary adjustments satisfactorily. There are strong commitments to parenthood among most
members of our society. Expressed realistically rather than romantically, these commitments lead to effective functioning as
parents. However, for many persons, the woman's commitment
to parenthood appears to be so strong that it constitutes a subtle
but enduring threat to the marriage itself.
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In an earlier day, an all-out commitment to parenthood.
might have been appropriate for women, but both marriage and
family living are changing in ways which make the earlier pattern
questionable today. A new pattern of marriage is emerging. The
earlier picture of marriage was one in which a couple married
more in expectation of respect and mutuality in carrying on their
routine every-day activities than in expectation of love, romance,
and achievement of personal happiness. Marriage was soon followed by parenthood, with resulting separation of roles and
activities. Most often, one parent died before the youngest child
left home. Since the turn of the century, however, a new pattern
of marriage has emerged as a result of longer life expectancy of
parents, and fewer children being born into the family. There
is now a substantial number of years during which the marriage
endures again after the last child leaves the home. Re-establishing marriage as the primary relationship poses the most severe
problem for those who have romanticised parenthood., or who
have made it their ultimate commitment. For these women, the
usual picture seems to be that of one who tenderly wraps the
marriage in a cocoon, after which it is placed on the shelf with
the intention of unwrapping it, restoring it, and using it again
with all its former vitality after the children have grown to
maturity. However, when the time for reactivation comes, too
often the marriage lacks vitality and the rewards of intimacy
and closeness which, earlier, it prOvided. This degeneration is
less a product of maturity and age than it is a product of two
people having grown apart during the time they devoted themselves excessively to separate interests.
Parenthood is a vital and important aspect of family life.
The parental role is of extreme importance in the development
and well-being of children. It offers, however, only temporary
fulfillment because effective parenthood includes relinquishment
as one of its most demanding functions. The primary concern
of women, and men, must be with that relationship which is
intended to endure throughout their lives. Most people enter
marriage with a strong commitment to it (Hilsdale, 1962). However, they often fail to differentiate between commitments to
marriage and to parenthood, even though the arrival of children
initiates one of the major forces in competion with concern for
the marital partner.
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The task of maintaining closeness between marital partners
is not one of subordination of other activities and interests, but
rather one of using them in ways that are not destructive to the
relationship. Indeed, the happiest marriages appear to be found
among those people who might individually be classified as
happy persons, involved in rewarding relationships with other
people, maintaining warm and enduring friendships with others
of the same and the opposite sex, enjoying a variety of interests
and activities that offer challenge and fulfillment to them as
persons. Along with this, however, there is a commitment to
each other or to the marriage, through companionship, that
keeps the relationship active and rewarding. Individuality and
uniqueness of self must be maintained, but commitment to
marriage calls for sharing some of the rooms of Bluebeard's castle
on a continuing basis through sustained companionship.

Women as Human Beings
For most couples, to sustain a satisfying level of companionship is a challenge. One of the barriers to this goal has been
the tendency to proscribe the image, roles, and functions of
women in our society. Moral sanctions long have been used to
reinforce the philosophy that a "good" woman will put home
and family first in her life in such a way that other interests
are not allowed to become competitive or interfere with her
natural responsibilities. Such limiting and restricting definitions
of women's function have brought forth strong reactions against
this "feminine mystique." One has asserted that "we can no
longer ignore that voice within women which says: <I want
something more than my husband and my children and my
home'." (Friedan, 1963: 32). Noteworthy among the pleas for
recognition of women as human beings are de Beauvour's
The Second Sex (1952), and Merriam's After Nora Slammed The
Door (1964), built around the climax in Ibsen's play, ADolfs
House, in which the husband's assertion to his wife, Nora, that
"Before all else you are a wife and mother" is answered by her
own declaration that "I believe that before all else, I am a human
being" (Ibsen, 1905: 141-142).
Now, more than a half-century after Ibsen's Nora declared
her human-ness to be her primary quality, the issue remains
unresolved. The struggle goes on, as women continue their
15

search for their identity as persons first, and as women in the
role of wife and mother second.
Changes in society have accentuated, not minimized, the
pressures on women to find themselves as persons in the spirit
of Nora's belief. This is evident in Hunt's description of today's
woman as
a female who realizes in advance how short a span of her
life, in today's world, can be filled and fulfilled by domesticity and motherhood, and who therefore diligently cultivates the other aspects of herself also, in order to make
herself a happier and more purposeful being after motherhood is done (Hunt, 1963: 267).
And, one might add, during the mothering years, as well. However, it is important to keep in mind the development of the
whole woman, in a variety of patterns. Women need opportunities to become their own best selves as wives, scientists, mothers,
teachers, artists, and as persons. There is no one best model of
what a woman ought to be. Some women will want to confine
their homemaking to a minimum in order to make room for
other interests. Others will give highest priority to achievement
in careers or the development of personal talents. Women with
strong domestic interests will emphasize homemaking, supplemented by community activities. These women may feel defensive if they devote themselves full time to child rearing and
homemaking, yet more than one avenue to fulfillment must be
kept open, as women assert their needs to be individuals. McGinley (1964) is an articulate spokesman for the point of view that
homemaking continues to offer opportunities for rewarding lives
for women.
The feminist movement originated in part as a protest against
marriage, which was seen as a blind alley leading to nowhere
for women, but women today have demonstrated that they do
not wish to renounce one part of themselves to achieve another.
They are seeking a compromise course of affirming marriage but
needing a full and rich counterpart. In other words, they are
functioning as human beings, affirming their own totality. Linton
has observed that "women of the younger generation are creating
inew social rules for themselves and it is a safe bet that both as
wives and as women they will be happier than their mothers"
(Linton, 1963: 173). Hunt (1963), has described how women
today are accepting a compromise solution in which they seek
16

enrichment of life without complete commitment to either work
or the family, and Reisman has compared his mother's and daughter's generations with the concluding observation that "There is
less resignation and inhibition in these young women than my
mother suffered. Instead there is an effort to lead a full, multidimensional life without storming the barricades at home or
abroad" (Reisman, 1964: 734-735).
Rossi (1964b) has pOinted out that opportunities for women
to find acceptable compromise solutions for the problem of their
commitments to family and work will be improved by institutional
modifications designed to assist them with the complexities of
their dual role. Included among the changes she has suggested
are expansion of child-care centers and practical mothering services, as well as additional inner-city housing to provide ease of
contact with schools, child-care services, household help and
places of work. She would also eradicate our rigid sex-role
stereotypes, beginning in early childhood, to enable boys and
girls to discover their qualities as human beings, rather than to
find ways to fit the pattern of the cultural mold. Then a girl
will be encouraged to view marriage and parenthood as one
strand among many in her life. She will not feel pressure to
belittle her accomplishments, or lower her aspirations, but
will be as true to her growing sense of self as her brother
and male friends are... Her intellectual aggressiveness
as well as her brother's tender sentiments will be welcomed and accepted as human characteristics. . . (Ibid.:
647).
Marriage will be an enlargement of her life experiences,
the addition of a new dimension to an already established pattern, rather than an abrupt withdrawal to the
home and a turning in upon the marital relationship
(Ibid.: 649) .
She will have few children and will view motherhood as
one among many equally important highlights of her life,
experienced intensely and with joy, but not as the exclusive basis for a sense of self-fulfillment and purpose in
life. . . If her children are not to suffer from "paternal
deprivation" her husband will also anticipate that the
assumption of parenthood will involve a weeding out of
nonessential activities either in work, civic or social par-
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ticipation. Both the woman and the man will feel that
unless a man can make room in his life for parenthood,
he should not become a father (Loc. cit.).
The direction of change is toward the development of human
qualities and of relationships such as these. However, among
the barriers to acceptance of such changes in marriage is the
attitude of men. A father feels more free to encourage his
daughter to pursue science, medicine, law, or engineering than
to encourage his wife in similar pursuits. Apparently, he can
encourage his daughter in this way because "it is easier to be
the father of a bright and ambitious young woman than it is to
be her husband" (Rossi, 1965a: 15). Too, the young and unmarried are often more stereotyped in their idealization of
marriage (Wise, 1964, and Christensen, 1963) than are married
persons who may be able to see life with greater Hexibility and
realism. In any event, approval by fathers of new roles for their
daughters is important. It may open the door for similar approval
of individualized roles on the part of the husband. This is
particularly important, because it appears that the husband's
attitude is the primary determinant of the behavior of the wife
iR such activities as remaining at home or accepting employment
(Wise, 1964; Weil, 1961). If men can grant the freedom to be
a human being to women, it will be far easier for women to
become "a human being first, and a wife and mother second."
If men do this they may find it possible, both for themselves and
for women, to achieve something else equally important: to
allow men to be human beings first, and men second. By doing
so, they will not only ease the "burdens of masculinity" (Hacker,
1957), but will complete the formula necessary to the goal of
marriage between two persons capable of relating to each other
with all their best human qualities. Perhaps then it will be
possible for more women to succeed in another of Hunt's goals
for the modem woman, the achievement of being "the mental
equal and closest friend of her husband - a situation nearly unprecedented in history" (Hunt, 1963: 267).

If husbands and wives are to be each other's closest friends,
with all the potential rewards such a relationship would bestow
on their marriage, as well as on their personal lives, there must
be more opportunities for real friendships between men and
women, and between boys and girls. Males and females are
accustomed to responding to each other as sexual partners, or
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competitors; as parents, as dating companions, and in a variety
of social-sexual roles. However they appear to have difficulty in
responding to, and maintaining relationships with, each other
as human beings. Young children begin by responding to each
other freely, but soon learn to accept barriers between fri endships with those of the opposite sex. Dating is mostly artificial
and competitive, with resulting hestitancy to be natural and
spontaneous. As a result, males and females have limited opportunity either to discover much about each other as persons, or
to gain experience in forming and sustaining close friendships
with members of the opposite sex. However, children earlier
are selecting each other as desirable companions for a variety
of activities which provide opportunity for the development of
expanded acquaintance with each other as persons ( Broderick
and Fowler, 1961).
It is important that fear of such interests leading to early
marriage shall not cause adults to panic and erect additional
barriers to the development of understanding and rapport between the sexes during childhood. The way in which establishment of earlier social relationships between boys and girls is
handled may determine whether they lead to an undesirable
intrusion of sexual interest, or offer a potentially rewarding opportunity, with adult guidance, to experience more opportunities
in learning to appreciate, to enjoy, and to sustain warm and intimate friendships between the sexes. Such experiences may enable
them to develop into adults who can successfully sustain warm
and intimate friendships between men and women. In addition,
such experiences may enable them to be better prepared to deal
with some specific problems now generated by their lack of
understanding. For example, it appears that there are substantially more girls who expect to be employed as wives than there
are boys who expect their wives to work after marriage (Hartley,
1963 ). Girls seem to be closer to reality than boys, and better
prepared to meet the present trend toward employment of women
in our country (Payne, 1956). The conflicting attitudes between
adolescent boys and girls reflect differences in expectations, and
lack of understanding, which may lead to conflict and disenchantment in marriage.

The fact that married women are working in increasing
numbers in our society involves a shift in role expectations.
However, women's financial contributions to the family are not
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as new as some critics have suggested. Traditionally, women
have been an economic asset to the family. They have been
earners through their activities in the home and in the fields.
Today, they are less frequently engaged in earning through such
enterprises as taking in boarders and bringing in the "egg"
money, and are more frequently employed in occupations outside
the home. The major shift is not from a non-earning to an
earning status, however, but from an earning-at-home to an
earning-away-from-home situation (Degler, 1964; Rollins, 1963).
This shift in place is one which has substantial implications for
marriage and family life. The non-earning woman today may
feel less rewarded in a society oriented to money, more lonely
in a society so impersonal in its pattern of living, more unfulfilled in a society with great achievement expectations, and more
uncertain in a society which is confused as to the role of women.
As the economic functions of the family continue to be transferred
to men and women who are employed in establishments outside
the home, the non-employed woman is faced with a continuing
decline in her traditional status as an earner in the family.
Social change characteristically takes place against resistance
to modification of established patterns of living. The increased
employment of women has brought forth renewed assertions
that "women's place is in the home." Primarily, such concern
has been directed toward the employed mother. Early research
indicated that maternal employment had a negative impact on
the child. However,
many of these impressions are derived from unsystematic
case studies of problem families in which maternal employment is observed in the midst of many unfavorable
social and psychological conditions, such as broken
homes, poverty, racial discrimination and marital conflict
(Yarrow, L. J., 1964: 116).

In addition, Nye (1963a) has pOinted out that earlier conceptions of the problems of children of employed mothers may
have been more appropriate at that time than would be true
today.
The number of employed mothers, their social characteristics, and the attitudes of the society toward them have
changed in the past decade and are likely to do so in
the next. Household equipment will continue to im20

prove, and it is extremely probable that the trend shifting
economic production to factory and service establishments will continue. The working day may become
shorter. Congruence of the roles of mother and employee
may be achieved with some rapidity with the result that
the effects of maternal employment on family members
may change considerably within the next decade (Ibid.:
140).
Some perspective on maternal employment may be gained
by viewing changes in family size in America.
The modal number of children has changed from an estimated eight in 1790 to three in 1960... currently, the
typical pattern spaces the first child two years following
the marriage with two more children at intervals of two
years. Since the present median age at marriage for
women is twenty, the mother typically completes childbearing at twenty-six and sees her last child enter school
at thirty-two. This pattern of early marriage and relatively small families has resulted in an increased period
of time during which a woman may be employed without
leaving preschool children (Nye and Hoffman, 1963: 5).
Employment of women appears to have become part of our way
of life. The technological advances which have promoted their
employment appear to be a permanent part of our cultural development, and . the attitudes of young women indicate that
"there should be an increase in the percentage of wives who
work in the future" (Sobol, 1963: 45).
As functions change, new ways must be found to achieve
basic goals. The family remains the primary influence on the
development of each succeeding generation. As we learn more
about children, we come to value ever more the importance of
parenthood and to recognize its potential for good or ill in the
life of a child. But too often, our concern has been directed
toward keeping the mother in the home for the sake of the
child, and we have failed to recognize that the actual physical
presence of the mother may not be the most important element
in the situation (Burchinal, 1963; Siegal, 1963; Stolz, 1960; L. J.
Yarrow, 1964).
Maternal employment does have some kind of effect on the
child (Hoffman, 1963), although it is not necessarily positive
or negative. The consequences depend upon a number of vari-
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abIes such as the quality of care available to the child, the
mother's education and the kind of employment available to her,
the attitude of her husband, and her own commitments to the
various alternatives from which she can choose. The impact of
separation of mother and child alone is difficult to assess because
the circumstances under which the separation occurs have such
a profound effect on its meaning (Freud and Burlingham, 1955;
Heinicke, 1956).
The importance of approaching the question of employment
of mothers in terms of the individual mother and family situation
is emphasized by the fact that mothers respond differently to
employment or remaining at home. Many women "do not substitute work for family obligations - they add it to the traditional
roster of womanly duties and see it as another way of helping
their husbands and providing for the needs of their children"
(Hartley, 1963: IS5). For them, employment is not a means to
invade a masculine area, or to be the same as men, but is another
way of expressing the feminine quality of nurturance. For such
woman, employment appears to have happy consequences, both
for her family and for herself (Ibid.: Hoffman, 1960; Hunt, 1963).
In contrast, those who remain at home to care for their children
because of a sense of duty, report undesirable child care attitudes
and practices, feel inadequate as mothers, and have more difficulty with their children than any other group (Yarrow, et aI.,
1962). Also, in families of one to three children, "employed
mothers are more likely than non-employed to be well adjusted
to children, but in large families the reverse is found" (Nye,
1963b: 358). Women who choose to remain at home may be
able to make a great contribution to their children. However,
to keep the mother in the home, without consideration for other
factors relevant to the situation, including her own needs, wishes,
and desires, does not appear to pay dividends to children. All
of which appears to be consistent with Rogers' observation that
"In my relationships with persons I have found that it does not
help, in the long run, to act as though I were something I am not"
(1964:741).
Our society has usually approved employment of mothers
in those instances in which economic need has been the primary
motivation. However,
the mother who works because of serious economic
need is not necessarily one whose psychological make-up
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prepares her for the dual roles of homemaker and worker. She may feel herself taxed by the demands of a life
complication which she did not choose and does not
feel up to. Sheer economic deprivation adds a further
burden of concern, and in many cases we might expect
to find such a woman both hanied and resentful or
passively resigned to an unsatisfying and burdensome
life situation (Douvan, 1963: 159-160).
The picture of the employed mother who works because she
wants to is more promising.
The distinctive features here are that the woman herself
chooses to work and that she maintains a vivid sense of
obligation and responsibility to her family. She chooses
a complex rather than a simple pattern, but the conditions of the pattern are set by her primary commitment
to her family role (Ibid.: 160).
The consequences of these two patterns of employment are quite
diHerent. Adolescent girls whose mothers work because of severe
economic need
come closest to our original conception of the girl who is
neglected and suffers a serious loss in family life becau,se
her mother is overextended in her commitments, harassed, perhaps resentful. Here we find girls who carry
heavy responsibilities, lack normal leisure commitments,
and apparently find in extra-family relationships (i.e.,
the steady dating relationship) the secure and stable
companionship which they do not find at home (Ibid.:
159).
The daughters of the employed woman whose life pattern is
"set by her primary commitment to her family role," in contrast,
are characterized by their autonomy, energy, and acceptance of
responsibility, as well as by their identification with their mothers,
whom they are likely to name as the person they most admire
(Loc. cit.). The differences described here may be more attributable to social class differences than to employment, but the fact
remains that approval has been most readily available for those
patterns of maternal employment which have been most destructive of important values in family life.
Employment of mothers of adolescent children, under favorable circumstances, appears to be potentially positive both for
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mother and child. Adolescents with working mothers appear to
have more pleasant relationships with their mothers than do those
whose mothers remain at home (Hoffman, 1963). It is probable
that the adolescent's search for his own identity is less hampered
by mothers who have challenging or satisfying interests of their
own, who have not invested too much of their own self into
relationships with their children, and who have accepted relinquishment as one of the responsibilities of parenthood. Bossard
( 1953) called attention to one of the negative consequences of
excessively restricting one's commitments to parenthood when
he suggested that one of the advantages of the large family system was that it provided insulation against excessive parental
intrusion into the life of the child. Parents may profit by Gibran's
suggestion that
Your children are not your children.
They are the sons and daughters of Life's
longing for itself.
They come through you but not from you,
And though they are with you yet they
belong not to you.
You may give them your love but not
your thoughts,
For they have their own thoughts.
You may house their bodies but not
their souls.
For their souls dwell in the house of
tomorrow, which you cannot visit, not even
in your dreams.
You may strive to be like them but seek
not to make them like you.
For life goes not backward nor tarries
with yesterday (Gibran, 1923: 17).
Such a point of view promotes the acceptance of children as
persons rather than as extensions of the parents. This makes it
easier to grant them their own identity and to help them achieve
that self best suited for them in the new world in which they
will live.
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Individuality in Family Living
The past provides few definitive answers as to the most
favorable family situation for the growth and development of
children today. It is most important that commitments shall be
to values rather than to forms or roles. Dorothy Lee has described how, when her first child was quite young, she used to
shell peas with her, but now she buys them already shelled and
packaged. There are some advantages in her doing so. But
what has happened to the total situation? Was this "all that
happened when I shelled peas with my daughter? Did I merely
get a dish of peas? If so, the package of frozen peas is more
than an adequate replacement. Yet it was more than this" (Lee,
1960: 79-80). Lee has mentioned that if she was keeping her
daughter out of mischief with this activity, or if she was sharing
an experience with her, or if she was using this time to convey
something of a woman's role, she must now find substitute activities to accomplish whatever may have been her purpose in
the original situation.
As we look to the future of the family, we will be in error
if we attempt only to preserve the old landmarks, or rituals, or
forms of living. It is of greater importance that we concern
ourselves with helping the individual to develop his own unique
capacity to encounter experience productively, if we are to aid
him in preparing to live in the world he will know as he grows
to maturity. Lee has described how, among the American Indians, children were helped to learn:
Standing Bear, an Oglala Sioux, writes of how little children of three were taught to sit still and listen when there
was nothing to hear, and look when there was nothing to
see, until they finally heard the ant carrying its load and
saw a waving antenna which was apparently invisible.
They were taught to observe anything there was to observe. They were not told what was there, nor what they
should look for. Just as we cannot tell our children now
what to look for in the future, because we cannot know
what will be there for them to see (Ibid.: 81).
Although we cannot anticipate fully the future, there are
some things which seem to be evident. Fewer children per
family, as a result of growing population pressures, is at least
a realistic expectation. Continuation of the trend toward a brief
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period of child-bearing, and longer life for parents, necessitates
the realization that parenthood can no longer be a lifetime commitment for women, or for men, even though it is no less important now than it has ever been in the past. Also, social change
is not accepted by all members of society simultaneously; and
as change proceeds at variable rates among different groups and
individual families, it produces variation in the prevailing styles
of family living. We are involved in such a process now. There
is no concensus as to anyone best mode of family living, nor
is consensus likely to emerge.
Since each situation depends on its own special combination of elements, varying with the nature of each participant's history, there can be no one solution which will be
"right" for everyone, but there can be patterns within
which appropriate solutions can be found by many if not
most people (Rostow, 1964: 760).
Changes in patterns of living do not appear to be prodUcing
sameness in the behavior of men and women but, instead, are
providing greater freedom to express both masculine and feminine qualities in new and different ways. As women, and then
men, increasingly find it possible to be their own real selves
in a situation in which individual differences are respected,
more than one pattern of family living will prevail. As the individual human needs of children are more fully met, enabling
them as adults to achieve parenthood with a greater acceptance
of self, we may find more varieties of innovation in marriage
and family living, from which may come discovery of new ways
of better serving all members of the family. Then we may
expect to see more clearly that there is no one way to rear
children, live creatively, nurture a relationship of love, or sustain
a fulfilling marriage.
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Thirty-first Honor Lecture
Delivered at the University
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29, 1965

A basic objective of the Faculty Association of the Utah
State University, in the words of its constitution, is:
To encourage intellectual growth and development of its members
by sponsoring and arranging for the publication of two annual
faculty lectures in the fields of (a) the biological and exact
sciences, including engineering, called the Annual Faculty Honor
Lecture in the Natural Sciences, and (b) the humanities and social sciences, including education and business administration,
called the Annual Faculty Honor Lecture in the Humanities.

The administration of the University is sympathetic with
these aims and shares the cost of publishing and distributing
these lectures.
Lecturers are chosen by a standing committee of the Faculty
Association. Among the factors considered by the committee in
choosing lecturers are, in the words of the constitution:
( 1) creative activity in the field of the proposed lecture; (2) publication of research through recognized channels in the field of the
proposed lecture; (3) outstanding teaching over an extended
period of years; (4) personal influence in developing the character of students.

Dr. Carter was selected by the committee to deliver the
Faculty Honor Lecture in the Humanities. On behalf of the
members of the Association we are happy to present his paper:
COMMITMENTS IN MARRIAGE.
COMMITTEE ON FACULTY HONOR LECTURE
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THE RESPONSIBLE EXERCISE OF CREATIVE POWER
by Carlton Culmsee

THE SECRETS OF VIRAL REPRODUCTION
by George W. Cochran

THE SEARCH FOR CONSENSUS
by M. Judd Harmon

COCCIDIOSIS OF CATTLE
SOME UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
by Datus M. Hammond
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IN MEMORIAM
In dedicating this page to Gladys l. Harrison, Utah State University is recording an incalculable debt. Mrs. Harrison, who died February 12, 1965, after a lingering illness, had served the University for
over 25 years.
As editor of the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, Mrs. Harrison had edited all Station publications since joining the staff in 1936.
The quarterly journal Utah Farm and Home Science was an especially
notable product of her efforts. She helped initiate the journal and
edited the publication throughout its first 25 years. Each issue of the
quarterly bears potent witness to the qualities that typified Mrs.
Harrison's life: faithfulness to duty, relentless pursuit of excellence,
outstanding personal integrity, and alert awareness of today's issues
and tomorrow's challenge.
Mrs. Harrison, in addition to her regular duties, edited the
Faculty Honor Lecture publications from their initiation in 1943 until
the time of her death. This service was carried out with her usual
sense of dedication and professional competence. The widely acclaimed quality of USU's Faculty Honor Lecture publications was due
largely to the painstaking assistance of Mrs. Harrison. The indebtedness of the honor lecturers and of the entire faculty for her many hours
of work is now being gratefully though belatedly recognized.
To commemorate her long and faithful service as an editor, a
Gladys L. Harrison Memorial Library Collection is being established
at Utah State University. The collection is to include books of general
interest, many of them authored by her friends. Financial contributions or books can be sent to Milton Abrams, Librarian, Utah State
University.
Mrs. Harrison was born January 15, 1901, in Springville, the
daughter of Sarah Briggs and Joseph Loynd. She attended the Springville elementary and high schools. She was valedictorian of her class
when she graduated from the Brigham Young University in 1922.
Later she attended Iowa State College Riverside Library School and
the University of California, where she received a certificate in librarianship in 1936. Before coming to Utah State University she taught
at Snowflake Academy, Dixie College, and Springville High School.
Mrs. Harrison married J. W. Harrison, August 29, 1923, in the
Salt Lake LDS Temple. They had one daughter, Mrs. George (Joan)
Kersey. Mr. Harrison died December 30, 1932. The Harrisons were
members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Death brought Mrs. Harrison relief from intense pain and unremitting discomfort. It brought her family and friends the acute pangs
of grievous loss. She will be missed at Utah State University.

